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What was it?
Charette – definition
In Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia, a charette is described as follows:

“In urban planning, the charette has become a technique for consulting 
with all stakeholders. This type of charette (sometimes called an enquiry 
by design) typically involves intense and possibly multi-day meetings, 
involving municipal officials, developers, and residents. A successful 
charette promotes joint ownership of solutions and attempts to defuse 
typical confrontational attitudes between residents and developers.” 

Bowser’s charette
The Village Planning charette in Bowser took place over one and a half days in 
early June 2009. The goal of the charette was: 

“To capture the community’s vision of what Bowser Village Centre would 
look like if it was planned and developed based on the community's 
Sustainability Principles and Goals.” 

Our aim was to explore scenarios for types and locations of land uses, showing: 
1. How future population can be accommodated in Bowser; 
2. Where we want to see future commercial, public space, 

environmentally sensitive lands, residential, institutional land uses; and 
3. How these various land uses connect to each other, the wider area and 

build from the existing uses in Bowser.

Why was it done?
This charette was conducted as part of the process for Village Planning in 
Electoral Area H of the RDN. The charette was a land-use planning workshop 
intended to involve residents of Bowser and the Area H Village Planning 
Advisory Group in a creative and fun process to develop possible scenarios for 
future land use in a sustainable Bowser Village Centre.

Village Planning in Area H
The village centres of Bowser, Qualicum Bay and Dunsmuir, were first identified 
in Area H during the 1996 Shaw Hill-Deep Bay Official Community Plan (OCP) 
process.  Our Village Planning process is part of the implementation of the 
updated 2004 OCP. The OCP gives direction to engage our community in 
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developing village plans that give details of the 
uses of land within village centres.

The Village Planning process is intended to 
revisit the proposed village centres and to be 
more specific about the uses of land within the 
village centres. The process might include 
modifying the locations that should be village 
centres in Area H, modifying the boundaries of the village centres, and more 
specifically identifying how the residents would like to see as their village 
centres develop in the future. 

An Advisory Group was established in September of 2008 (with open 
membership so that other residents might join in as and when they are able to do 
so), and the Advisory Group has developed some Guiding Principles for Area H 
villages based on concepts of sustainability.

Planning for Bowser Village Centre and other Village Centres in Area H
In March 2009 the Advisory Group agreed to focus on the village centre of 
Bowser and to postpone further consideration of the centres designated as 
Qualicum Bay and Dunsmuir. An additional village centre at Deep Bay was also
proposed but has not yet been considered in any detail. The purpose of focusing 
on Bowser was to be able to continue the design process more specifically while 
concentrating on one village centre. The experiences gained from doing that will 
then be more easily applied to the other village centres at a later stage of the 
Village Planning process in Area H.

The opportunity for an event of on the scale of the charette was not initially 
planned, however, the Village Planning Advisory Group was offered the free use 
of a well-known professional Randall Arendt from the owners/developers of 
lands in Deep Bay. The Advisory Group accepted this offer and, based upon the 
availability of Randall Arendt, the dates of June 8th and 9th were scheduled. 
Following the confirmation of a date many other well qualified professionals 
from the Region, Victoria, Gulf Islands and Lower Mainland were invited to 
volunteer their time.  This resulted in a wide array of expertise that would not 
have otherwise been available to the project due to budgetary constraints.

The role of the guest professionals was to assist in the design process and to help 
capture the community’s vision.  It was emphasized that the charette was NOT a 
decision-making exercise and that the ideas and land use scenarios that result 
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would have to be taken back to the wider community for their comment and 
feedback.

What was the outcome of the charette?
Vision, based on Principles

It is important to understand that the outcome of 
the Bowser Village Centre planning process and 
charette is NOT a plan that is written on stone and 
will never, ever be changed.  The outcome of the 
charette is primarily a visual representation of the 
ideas of the participants at this stage in the process. 
Those ideas and visions will provide some core 
concepts that can be discussed and modified until 

they are sufficiently developed to be representative of the wishes of the residents 
of this area. Once that is agreed upon they will be included as an addendum to 
the Official Community Plan for Area H.

Time frame
Nobody who has been involved in this process expects the Bowser Village Centre 
to change immediately based upon the outcome of the charette or the whole 
Electoral Area H Village Planning Process.  This is a long-term view (perhaps 50 
years or more) of how we would like to see Bowser develop in the future. The 
plan will be more specific about the planned uses of the land in the Bowser 
Centre than is currently specified in the current Electoral Area H Official 
Community Plan. Once the plan is complete it should be reviewed at five-year 
intervals.  Our plan will provide much clearer guidelines for future developers, 
to the Regional District of Nanaimo Planning Staff, and to other important 
participants such as the Ministry of Transportation and Development and the 
Bowser Water District.

The alternative
If we do not take this opportunity to create plans for village centres in Electoral 
Area H (not only for Bowser, but also any other locations that we feel should be 
designated as Village Centres), then we miss an important chance to provide 
direction over the types and locations of land uses we wish to see within our 
village centres.   The Bowser Village Plan will communicate to current and future 
land owners how we as a community would like to see Bowser Village Centre 
evolve (environmentally and aesthetically) in the future using our sustainability 
principles and goals.
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Who participated?
The different groups of participants are briefly described below. A detailed list of 
the attendees on each day is provided at the end of this document.

Residents
Many members of the Village Planning Advisory Group attended the charette 
either on one or both days. In addition other residents were welcomed to the 
process and participated whenever they were available to do so.  All land-
owners within the proposed Bowser Village Centre Boundary were invited (by 
mail) to participate in the process.

RDN staff
From the Regional District of Nanaimo there were several 
planners, managers, and, of course, our Area H elected
representative, Dave Bartram.

Specialist / Experts
We were very fortunate to have the services of several 
specialists and experts in their fields. These included Randall 
Arendt and Sebastian Moffatt (see Notes and References). 
Peter Levar, Head of the Architectural Science program at the British Columbia 
Institute of Technology (BCIT) and three students from this program also 
provided their services and participated to gain experience as part of their 
studies.

In addition, the following people came from far and wide to help us and to see 
what this process was all about: Gary Noble, a Planner/Urban Designer from the 
City of Nanaimo; Luke Sales, a Planner from the Town of Qualicum; Leigh 
Sifton, a Planner/Landscape Architect from HB Lanarc; Victoria Drakeford, a 
Landscape Architect; Wayne Lee, an Engineer from Aqion; Angela Evans, a 
Sustainability Coordinator from Fraser Basin Council; Stephen Bishop from 
Centrepoint Sustainable Design Services; and Linda Levar, a Creative Writer.

The time of these professionals who assisted during the charette was provided at 
no cost to the Village Planning process, with the majority of people volunteering 
and a small number having their time paid for by their employers.  

Other assistance
The charette could not have been held without the assistance of other locally 
based groups including the Bowser #211 Legion and local caterers Gord and Deb 
Penley.
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How was it done?  The process.
Lisa Bhopalsingh, a planner with the Regional District 
of Nanaimo who has been guiding the Village 
Planning process since February 2009, and Sebastian 
Moffatt, founder of the Sheltair Group, jointly led the 
charette process. With a great deal of good humour 
combined with firm guidance and, where necessary, 
prodding they led the participants through a series of 

exercises in visualization and design.

Kitchen Table Exercise
In order to get the charette participants warmed up and thinking creatively, 
participants were asked to close their eyes and count the number or windows in 
their kitchen.  It was explained that most people imagine themselves in their 
kitchens when they count the windows and that the ability to put themselves in 
another place (while sitting in the Legion) is called ‘visioning’.

Imagine your perfect village
In the first exercise we closed our eyes and imagined what the ideal Bowser 
Village would look if we each could design it personally.  We were asked to 
imagine what we would see, hear, smell, and feel as we walked out of our houses 
on a sunny Sunday morning and meandered down to the centre of the village to 
get a morning cup of coffee or to visit with friends. Some of us found ourselves 
lost in our past lives (cobblestones, stone walls and church bells!), so we had to 
remind ourselves that we don’t want to recreate our past in our present location. 
However, the feeling of a village community was what we took away from this 
exercise.

Focus on the Guiding Principles
In the next exercise we gathered in groups and 
developed visual representations of the five Goal topics 
(see Notes and References).  Each group was asked to 
take their goals to ‘extremes’ and design Bowser in 
such a way that would make it easy for all participants 
to remember which goal topic their group was addressing. Many of the groups 
used large-scale maps (scale of 1:2,500) of the Bowser village centre as a starting 
point. On those maps they described how the goals could influence the locations 
of various features, businesses, services and residences within the village 
boundaries. 
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Randall Arendt’s presentation
As a way of getting the participants to think about villages and planning and 
design in ways that might not be familiar to them, Randall Arendt gave a 
slideshow of examples from his wide experience.  This helped the participants to 
think ‘outside of the box’ when doing the subsequent exercises. Some of the 
concepts that he identified were:
- Increase visual appeal, starting from the points of entry into the Bowser 

Village;
- Emphasize attractive buildings and hide car parks from highway view;
- Increase greenways and separate pedestrians from vehicles by green borders, 

boulevards and swales, to also slow down traffic and improve safety;
- Group similar commercial activities together so that residents can park once 

and then walk to several destinations;
- Encourage live-work buildings, where owners might live above their 

businesses;
- Increase density of residences and of commercial space in order to gain green-

space around the buildings;
- Identify your community’s assets and make the most of them (e.g. ocean, 

history).

Applying the concepts to the Bowser Village Centre
The last exercise of the first day was to work on more detailed visions of four 
different parts of the area defined currently as the Bowser Village Centre. Aerial 
photographs at the scale of 1:500 were used to anchor this generation of ideas.  
Four groups took one each of these sections by using tracing paper over top of 
the photo base.  Several modifications were developed as different people 
provided input and came up with innovative ideas.  A fifth group was tasked 
with looking at the Village as a whole.  

In addition to the five groups there were also several smaller 
subgroups of residents who worked alongside professionals 
with expertise in sustainable wastewater, water, energy, and 
materials-management to come up with ideas that could be 
applied to Bowser Village Centre.

After the first day wrapped up at 4:30 pm, Randall Arendt 
patched together the larger map sections to make up the 
whole of the Bowser Village Centre.  This resulted in the 
original Village Centre of Bowser being addressed for design.  
After pasting the sections together Randall, the BCIT students and a few 
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Advisory Group members continued to work on a land use concept map for 
Bowser Village Centre.  

Sharing the ideas and vision with other residents
The following morning, there was opportunity for those who had not 
participated the day before to review the various drawings/maps/sketches.  The 
first activity of the day involved preparation time for the different groups to 
decide how they would present the work they had done the previous day to the 
wider group.  

During this time, one group tried to summarize the general ideas of the larger 
concept plan into a ‘bubble diagram’ in which different designations of land uses 
are shown as separate bubbles/blocks of colour on a map, rather than going into 
fine detail about where each individual business or road should be placed. 

In a tandem session in the same room, a group facilitated by the Area Director, 
Dave Bartram discussed how to move from ‘Visions to Actions’.  This group 
discussed what would need to be in place before any changes could be put into 
practice. This included a discussion of bylaws, zoning, covenants and other 
methods.

Prior to the individual presentations, Randall presented the composite plan.  The 
participants were asked to comment on things they felt were missing or needed 
to be added.  Each group then presented their ideas to the other participants and 
to other Bowser residents who were able to attend on the second morning. This 
was the first step in sharing the ideas that came out of this charette process.  
Sharing with other residents will also occur at an Open House on June 17th, when 
the Advisory Group members who participated in the charette will present their 
key points to other residents and start the feedback process. 

One of the things noted during this sharing process was that various groups had 
repeated some of the ideas on different parts of the whole map of Bowser Village 
Centre. This was an understandable outcome of splitting up into groups and 
then coming back together again. 

We also noted some things that have been missed out. For example, a future 
location of light industrial businesses such as the existing hardware store, 
woodworking store and feed and garden store needs to be considered in more 
detail, so that those essential businesses have room for expansion in the future 
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without detracting from the village character that we would like to develop for 
Bowser.

Wrap-up
After the charette the Advisory Group met on June 10th and produced notes to 
explain the various maps and diagrams that they worked on. At an Open House 
on June 17th these notes will be used with photos of the various maps and 
diagrams to try to explain the charette and its outcome to people who attend the 
Open House. The intent of the Open House is to provide the wider community 
with an understanding of the Village Planning process and an opportunity for 
the Advisory Group and RDN staff to get feedback and reactions to the work 
done during the charette and leading up to it.  

Next Steps
Following the feedback from the Open House work will proceed during July and 
August to create a draft Bowser Village Plan.  In the Fall of 2009, this draft plan 
will then be presented back to the Advisory Group and residents for further 
review and feedback.  Depending upon this feedback, it is hoped that a plan that 
is acceptable to the majority of the Advisory Group and Bowser Village 
Residents could be adopted as an amendment to the Area H OCP during the fall 
of 2009.

Notes and References
Charette – origin of the word
From Wikipedia:
“Thought to originate from the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris in the 19th century, 
the word charette is from the French for "cart" or "chariot."  It was not unknown 
for student architects to continue working furiously, at the last minute, on the 
illustrations for their design presentations, even while riding in the school cart 
("en charette") through the streets of Paris en route to submit the projects to their 
professors.  Hence, the term metamorphosed into the current design-related 
usage in conjunction with working right up until a deadline.”

“The word charette may refer to any collaborative session in which a group of 
designers drafts a solution to a design problem.  While the structure of a charette 
varies, depending on the design problem and the individuals in the group, 
charettes often take place in multiple sessions in which the group divides into 
sub-groups.  Each sub-group then presents its work to the full group as material 
for future dialogue.  Such charettes serve as a way of quickly generating a design 
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solution while integrating the aptitudes and interests of a diverse group of 
people.”

Area H Village Planning Project
The following definitions are excerpts from the information on the website of the 
Regional District of Nanaimo, at www.rdn.bc.ca.

Project Objectives:
1. To carry out a planning process that is based on Sustainability Principles, 

and which assists the Area 'H' Community in determining how it would 
like to address these principles through village centres and village 
planning.

2. To prepare a village plan(s) which provides comprehensive guidelines for 
the development of village centres, and which recognizes the relationship 
of the village centres to one another and to the surrounding areas.

Supporting goals include:
• To carry out a public participation process which provides opportunities 

for all interested residents, business owners, community interest groups, 
and government agencies to participate in village planning for Area 'H';

• To encourage those people, groups or agencies who are most affected by 
an issue, or that have an ability to assist in understanding or problem 
solving around an issue, to participate;

• To encourage an integrated approach to planning by identifying matters 
where a multi-disciplinary approach (i.e. involving a combination of land 
use, transportation, parks and environmental planning, engineering, 
architecture and/or other disciplines) would be useful, and by creating 
opportunities for multi-disciplinary discussions and solutions; and,

• To provide a planning process which acknowledges that there may be a 
variety of perspectives on a number of matters and which provides a 
respectful and productive approach to consensus building.

Key steps in the work program:
The Terms of Reference for the project, prepared by RDN staff, is essentially an 
outline of the work that is likely required in order to achieve the project's 
objectives. The work program is based on a comprehensive public consultation 
process, where RDN staff work with the Community through a series of steps:

1. Establishing a set of sustainability principles to guide the project.
2. Discussing what these principles mean in the context of the Dunsmuir to 

Deep Bay areas, and in the context of village centres and village planning. 

http://www.rdn.bc.ca
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Considering questions like what is working well? What isn't working as 
well? Why?

3. Looking at solutions/options.
4. Preparing plan(s).
5. Incorporate results into the Electoral Area 'H' OCP/Regional Growth 

Strategy.

Electoral Area H Village Planning – Sustainability Definition
“We understand “sustainability” to mean that we are able to meet our present 
and future needs in a way which minimizes our impacts on the environment and 
ensures that future generations will be able to meet their needs too.”

Electoral Area H Village Planning - Guiding Principles
There are six guiding principles:
1. Public Health and Safety is our first priority and as such requires 

consideration be given to: land stability, safe supply of water, appropriate 
waste management, and emergency response infrastructure and 
capabilities.  The Aquifer is a central thought for all planning.

2. Meet the present and future social, cultural, and economic needs of the 
community and ensure that these needs can be met in the development of 
our village centres and village planning.

3. Consider how our social, cultural, and economic needs are interconnected. 
Too much emphasis on one will upset the balance that is necessary to 
ensure sustainability.

4. Recognize that everything that we do in our community, whether it relates 
to our social, cultural or economic needs, affects our natural environment, 
positively or negatively. Through this project, we want to ensure that the 
plans created minimize the negative impacts on the natural environment.

5. Meet our near term sustainability goals without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their goals also. This means understanding what 
the long term benefits and costs are in our planning.

6. Ensure that the community is actively engaged in the planning process and 
that there is transparency in governance.

Electoral Area H Village Planning - Goals
The following are the five topic headings for the village planning goals, each 
addressing some issues, and with the individual goals stated within each topic.

Topic A: THE PLANNING PROCESS
Issues: Think long-term; Community involvement; History; and Surrounding 

context.
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Goals:
1. Provide a clear and ongoing planning process that maintains a long term 

vision for the village centres in Area H, and that gives all members of the 
community the opportunity to guide the development of their community.

2. Ensure that the planning process takes into account the history of the area 
so that we learn from the past and, at least, acknowledge and document it.

3. Ensure that the planning process takes into account what is happening 
outside of the village centres, outside of the ‘Area H’ boundary, and 
beyond.  Crown Land to be preserved for Community benefit.

4. Consider the financial implications of each development proposal on the 
existing residents and businesses of Area H.

Topic B: AREA H ECONOMY
Issues: Economic diversity; Commercial development developed in relation to 

local needs / sufficient services for local population; and vibrant 
community hub or focal point / mixed uses.

Goals:
1. Support the diversification of the local economy through the development 

of mixed-use village centres, which provide space for small scale 
commercial, human service sectors and tourism opportunities within a 
centralized village core. 

2. Ensure that proposals for commercial and industrial development are 
evaluated in relation to local needs.

3. Ensure opportunities for local food production, marketing and 
consumption.

Topic C: PLAN AND DESIGN WITH NATURE IN MIND
Issues: Sustainable water resources; Taking responsibility for own waste (green 

infrastructure); Rural character / rural atmosphere; and Density & urban 
containment.

Goals:
1. Ensure that village centre development does not negatively impact the 

ability of the community to sustain a continued safe, high quality water 
supply.

2. Protect rural character outside of the village centres by directing the 
majority of future growth to locate within the designated village centres, 
while ensuring that parcels outside the village centre will retain any 
existing right to subdivide as per existing zoning, i.e., no down-zoning of 
Area H parcels outside the village centres.
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3. Encourage use of the most appropriate forms of waste management within 
the village centres.

4. Ensure that village planning and design assists in protecting natural 
wildlife corridors, and promotes the natural, environmental and 
geographical sensitive features while preserving and/or enhancing the 
biodiversity of the area.

5. Preserve and enhance existing green space, access to public lands, trails and 
water access and identify opportunities to provide central open spaces 
within the village centres.

6. Promote the reduction of our community’s carbon footprint.

Topic D: POPULATION, MOBILITY AND SAFETY
Issues: Diverse population; Mobility / accessibility; Safety for all; and Vibrant 

community hub or focal point / mixed uses.
Goals:

1. Plan village centres to be safe places for everyone and pedestrian friendly.
2. Support community activities and interaction in mixed-use village centres.
3. Plan and design village centres to meet the needs of a diverse socio-

economic population and all age groups. (Include consideration of: 
mobility, affordable housing, open space, recreation etc.)

4. Identify and promote ways that the development of village centres will 
attract families to live in the area.

5. Recognize that an aging population base is an important consideration over 
the next 20-30 years, and will impact the demand for housing, 
transportation, and services.

6. Ensure that proposed development supports a decreased dependency on 
motorized transportation. 

7. Plan village centres to support more viable and cost-effective infrastructure 
and public transit systems in the future.

Topic E: COMMUNITY, PRIDE, ARTS AND CULTURE
Issues: Pride / culture / aesthetics
Goals:

1. Recognize and encourage the development of arts and culture in Area H.
2. Recognize that community pride is affected by the quality of planning and 

community aesthetics.
3. Provide guidance so that street, building and site design and scale, and 

types of uses of proposed developments consistently reflect the rural and 
natural character of Area H, with some room for innovation.
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4. Explore the options and feasibility of developing a drop in/cultural centre 
with developer contributions.

Randall Arendt
Excerpts from the biography of Randall Arendt at /www.greenerprospects.com.
“Randall Arendt is a landscape planner, site designer, author, lecturer, and an 
advocate of "conservation planning". He received his B.A. degree from Wesleyan 
University (magna cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa) and his M. Phil. degree in 
Urban Design and Regional Planning from the University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland, where he was a St. Andrew's Scholar. He is Senior Conservation 
Advisor at the Natural Lands Trust in Media, Pennsylvania, and is the former 
Director of Planning and Research at the Center for Rural Massachusetts, 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, where he also served as an Adjunct 
Professor in the Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning.

Mr. Arendt is the country's most sought-after speaker on the topic of creative 
development design as a conservation tool. He has presented slide lectures in 46 
states, six Canadian provinces, and in Europe (most recently in Switzerland). 
Mr. Arendt has designed "conservation subdivisions" for a wide variety of clients 
in 21 states. His site designs have been featured in publications of the American 
Planning Association, the American Society of Landscape Architects, the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation, the National Association of Home 
Builders, and the National Association of Realtors. One community in Livingston 
County, Michigan, which has implemented conservation design over the past 
decade has protected nearly 2,000 acres through this approach in the course of a 
single decade, representing a land value of at least $40 million (its protection cost 
through more conventional means).

Arendt's designs are "twice green" because they succeed both environmentally 
and economically. One of his recent designs was praised by the Director of 
Advocacy of the Massachusetts Audubon Society as "one of the most innovative 
subdivision plans I've seen".

In Tennessee, his re-design saved one developer approximately $212,000 in street 
construction costs, while at the same time introducing significantly more quality 
open space into the layout. By respecting natural terrain and designing around 
existing site features on an 80-lot development in Texas, he recently cut grading 
costs by 83%, or one quarter-million dollars (from $300,000 to $50,000). Another 
design is credited by an Indiana developer as having added $20,000 to $25,000 of 
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value to each of his 40 lots (an added value of $800,000 to $1m), while still 
providing for full development density.”

Sebastian Moffatt
Sebastian Moffatt, Ph.D is the founder of The Sheltair Group, where he works as 
Director of Research and Development and also as a senior project manager. 
Sebastian began working as a building scientist and environmental analyst in 
1980. In 1995 the scope of his work expanded to include urban systems design 
and ecological planning. Over the past fourteen years he has worked on 
sustainable infrastructure plans for dozens of cities in North America, Asia and 
Europe. He has chaired special sessions at the CIB Sustainable Buildings (SB) 
Conferences in Paris, Maastricht, Vancouver and Tokyo.

Sebastian has authored a number of books and manuals on methods and tools 
for resilient and integrated system design, including the Federation of Canadian 
Communities Guide to Green Infrastructure. He has led design charettes and 
‘green team’ collaboratives in cities across Canada, down the western coast of 
North America, Netherlands, France, Germany, China, South Korea, India and 
Japan.

Sebastian has a special interest in methods and tools for integrating design across 
spatial scales, and for integrating resource engineering with spatial planning. As 
national team leader for CitiesPLUS, Sebastian, developed a number of 
innovative approaches to long-term design, including the One-system Approach 
and the Adaptive Management Framework for Resilient Communities. Sebastian 
is also the president of the CONSENSUS Institute, a not-for-profit think-tank that 
explores and promotes new methods for long-term design of CONStructed 
ENvironments and Sustainable Urban Systems (CONSENSUS)

Participants List

June 8th Charette Attendees (based on 
sign in sheet)

June 9th Charette Attendees (based on 
photos - many people did not use sign in 
sheet)

June 8th June 9th
Advisory Group Members 

Bob Hunt 1 Amar Bains 1
Catherine Watson 2 Bob Hunt 2
Christo Kuun 3 Catherine Watson 3
Dave Bartram, Area H Director 4 Christo Kuun 4
Dennis Erickson 5 Dave Bartram, Area H Director 5
Dianne Eddy 6 Dennis Erickson 6
Dick Stubbs 7 Dianne Eddy 7
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Gerry Quinn 8 Dick Stubbs 8
Gordon Webb 9 Gerry Quinn 9
Jim Crawford 10 Gordon Webb 10
John Lyotier 11 Jim Crawford 11
John Stathers  12 John Lyotier 12
Josianne Seguin 13 John Stathers  13
Lisa Verbicky 14 Josianne Seguin 14
Lynette Twigge 15 Lisa Verbicky 15
Mac Snobelen 16 Lynette Twigge 16
Margie Healey 17 Mac Snobelen 17
Michael Recalma 18 Margie Healey 18
Sally Barton  19 Michael Recalma 19
Sharon Waugh 20 Sally Barton  20
Theresa Crawford 21 Sharon Waugh 21
Wayne Morrison? 22 Theresa Crawford 22
Wayne Osborne 23 Wayne Morrison 23
Patty Biro 24 Wayne Osborne 24
Keith Brown 25 Patty Biro 25
Diane Sampson 26 Keith Brown 26
Lisa Verbicky 27 Diane Sampson 27
David Heenan 28 Lisa Verbicky 28
David Evans 29 David Heenan 29
Marlene Dussault 30 Marlene Dussault 30
George Dussault 31 George Dussault 31

Total Advisory Group:
June 8th 31 June 9th 31

June 8th June 9th
Other Community Members

Jan Nelms 1 Jan Nelms 1
Clayton Neuwirth 2
Don Smith (Bowser Woodworking) 3 Don Smith (Bowser Woodworking) 2
Audrey Campbell 4
Brian Field (Bowser) 5
Fred Ryvers 6 Fred Ryvers 3
Bruce Kirkbride 7
Kay Meldrum 8
Alvin Meldrum 9
Olaf Barck 10
E. Wiegans (Crosley Rd) 11
Bruce Lane * popped in at lunch 12
Kathy Lane *popped in at lunch 13
Wayne Foot 14
Evelyne Foot 15
Erwin Mueller 16
Al Grozell 17 Al Grozell 4
Lisa Bell 18
Norm Slater 19
Yvonne Slater 20
Helmut Krutz 21 Helmut Krutz 5
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Barb Lyotier 6
Wendy Scott 7
Julia Barrand 8
John Barrand 9
Lois Donelley 10
Wayne Morm 11

Total Community:
June 8th 21 June 9th 11

June 8th June 9th
RDN Staff: 

Paul Thorkelsson - GM Dev 
Services

1 Paul Thorkelsson - GM Dev Services 1

Paul Thompson - Mgr Long Range 
Planning

2 Paul Thompson - Mgr Long Range 
Planning

2

Geoff Garbutt - Mgr Current 
Planning

3

Lisa Bhopalsingh - RDN Snr 
Planner

4 Lisa Bhopalsingh - RDN Snr Planner 3

Chris Midgely - RDN -
Planner/Landscape Arch

5

Elaine McCulloch - RDN Parks 
Planner

6

Elaine Leung - RDN Planner 7 Elaine Leung - RDN Planner 4
Elisha - New Parks Planner 5
John Finnie, GM Waste & 
Wastewater

6

Total RDN Staff:
June 8th 7 June 9th 6

June 8th June 9th
Guests: 

Sebastian Moffatt - Sheltair & 
Consensus Group

1 Sebastian Moffatt - Sheltair & 
Consensus Group

1

Randall Arendt - Landscape 
Architect/Designer

2 Randall Arendt - Landscape 
Architect/Designer

2

Gary Noble - City of Nanaimo -
Planner/Urban Designer

3 Gary Noble - City of Nanaimo -
Planner/Urban Designer

3

Leigh Sifton - HB Lanarc -
Planner/Landscape Arch

4 Leigh Sifton - HB Lanarc -
Planner/Landscape Arch

4

Peter Levar - BCIT Program Head 
Arch & Science Degree & Linda 
Levar (Creative Writer)

5 Peter Levar - BCIT Program Head 
Arch & Science Degree & Linda 
Levar (Creative Writer)

5

BCIT Student #1 Julia Baker 6 BCIT Student #1 Julia Baker 6
BCIT Student #2 Dan 7 BCIT Student #2 Dan 7
BCIT Student #3 Nathan Bishop 8 BCIT Student #3 Nathan Bishop 8
Victoria Drakeford - Landscape 
Arch

9 Victoria Drakeford - Landscape Arch 9

Wayne Lee - Aqion - Engineer 10 Wayne Lee - Aqion - Engineer 10
Angela Evans - Fraser Basin, 
Sustainability Coord

11 Angela Evans - Fraser Basin, 
Sustainability Coord

11
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Stephen Bishop - Centrepoint 
Sustainable Design Services

12 Stephen Bishop - Centrepoint 
Sustainable Design Services

12

Luke Sales - Planner, Town of 
Qualicum

13 Luke Sales - Planner, Town of 
Qualicum

13

Total Guests:
June 8th 13 June 9th 13

Total Known Participants:
June 8th 72 June 9th 61


